CREATIVE SHOTS ON PANDEMIC GRADUATION PERIOD
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Occasionally, Graduation March is considered student’s most awaited milestone in academic span. It is well-planned theme for future graduates to project themselves in camera studio with sense of pride and confidence. They used to navigate concepts from Pinterest websites for their creative photo shoot look-up.

Creative Graduation Photography is popularized since year 2019. It portrays a perfect picture of individual identity transpired in the digital generation. Actually, still pictures are considered as souvenirs that could last for long period of time. It stands as beautiful memory that can be treasured for the rest of life. This visual concept is a living trademark for photography team for it brings appeal and beauty to public eye.

Graduating students deserve a toss of victorious celebration in spite of their sleepless nights, overload duties, numerous requirements, and full time schedules towards their academic endeavours. It is about time to reflect about their purpose in life through the use of creative images. It envisions a wide perspective on focusing its academic prospect before entering college period. It also gives full satisfaction on their graduation fee due to worth-it service in school happenings.

Since there is pandemic outbreak occurred across the globe, each school institution decided to conduct virtual graduation just to ensure safety and protection among student’s welfare. However, this is far different from the usual commencement exercises for students, parents and guests as witness of this significant occasion via online mode. They are going to screen capture their photos as the live streaming currently appears on their timeline. There are limited songs and background music to be incorporate in the graduation ceremony for there is restriction due to copyright matters. The honourable
students will deliver their valedictory address and loyalty speech through pre-recording video clips. The chosen guest speakers and academic administrations will be asked to have schedule of appointments for their filming of videos. There will be absence of public applause and class picture during events proper. However, there is alternative way for class picture and that is the throwback memories cherished from previous year of studies. In shorthand, there will be a long-term preparation in video editing purposes. The virtual ceremonials will last for only two-hour streaming.

Subsequently, class advisers handling graduating students are obliged to watch over their students during Facebook live streaming. They are grateful enough to see their academic presence and Facebook reactions as proof of their attendance. There will be no backlogs for Facebook live streaming for the video is fully-furnished before its premiere viewing session.

As time passed by, the prevalent use of technology is consumed for the rest of school year. The 21st century learners are continually adapting the online class with social media presence. The shape of multiple intelligence were shifted into artificial intelligence by the power of electronic gadgets in educational learning system. Hence, New Normal Era must provide gateway of opportunities through photo and video creations associated with online learning and remote teaching for resilient academic experience and visual documentations in both private and public schools.
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